Dear CCCOnline Student:

Do you have a research or writing project you’re working on for a class? Did you know that CCCOnline has some great resources to help you with your project?

If you’re looking for objective, peer reviewed articles from credible journals, newspapers, and magazines; the CCCOnline Library is pleased to offer access to Gale and EBSCO research databases, in addition to Films on Demand and Anthropology Online. Access to these amazing resources is as easy as logging into D2L and selecting from the right Helpful Links sidebar!

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please remember that you also have access to your home college library’s resources! Your home college library often has different resources than the CCCOnline Library and you also have access to their article interlibrary loan services!

If you are looking for books, either for research or pleasure, we suggest heading to your home college library or your local public library. Either can work with you to locate resources from their collection, or can find you books throughout the state (via interlibrary loan) and have them delivered to your local library at no charge! You can find information about your public and home college library’s collection and resources on the Home College Library Resource Guide.

We have created research guides on many subjects that may be useful to you, and we are constantly working to create more! You’ll find these research guides, as well as information regarding academic integrity, citations, and a research and writing tool kit.

Do you need some extra assistance? Send a direct email to the CCCOnline librarian, Brittany Dudek! Please be aware that the librarian generally works 8:00a-4:00p, so emails will be answered within 48 hours, excluding weekends.

I wish you luck in your research this semester and look forward to working with you! Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions!

Brittany Dudek
Instructional Online Librarian
Colorado Community Colleges Online
9026 E. Severn Place, Denver, CO 80230
Cccolibrarian@ccconline.org
P: 720-858-2355
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